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SEARCHLIGHT ARCHIVE
• Hosted by University of Northampton’s Department of
Culture (within Faculty of Arts, Science and Technology)
• Main collection – records of Searchlight Magazine, anti-fascist
organisation founded in 1964.
• Searchlight spawned or supported other movements
• Hope not Hate

• Expo (Sweden)
• Groups in Germany/Poland etc

• Other collections include regional anti-fascist groups, local
equalities and human rights charity project, World in
Action/Panorama material, and oral history project with antifascists.

THE ARCHIVE
• Important to informing debate on race, class,
immigration, hate, radicalisation, civil rights…. (I may
be biased)
• Currently ~500 boxes on catalogue, most at box
level
• 1000 boxes in total at University
• 200-300 more coming up
• ~550 visits since March 2014
• 10.2 visits per month on average, 10.5 days of open
time. (Pre-pandemic)

OPPORTUNITIES AND PROBLEMS
• Three categories of risk/problem
• Far Right
• Practical Archive Issues
• Personal/Ethical Problems

• Talk presents more answers than solutions.
• Always will be new situations and problems in the
research area – important we maintain open dialogue.

FAR RIGHT
• We do not collect material directly from far
right, no direct interviews.
• Precautions still in place – access controls
• Review of archive on Stormfront, far right talk
about us.
• Contact made via e-mail and social media – less
troubling, we don’t engage

• Mail contact to institution – again recorded but
not troubling. We have security.
• Mail contact to researcher home

CONTACT FROM THE FAR RIGHT

PRACTICAL ISSUES
• Data Protection
•

Material over 100 years old you are safe with, modern archives pose particular
concern.

•

Some material withdrawn and not released

• Mole information – risk ongoing
• Potential embarrassment lingers after death/invalidity – being linked to far right
• Szymon Serafinowicz case – Human Rights law used to try and stop publication of
information
• Copyright – active problem. We can provide permission for research use. Refusal to
engage with far right though presents a barrier
• Has meant more in-depth consideration, and limitations, when working with
partners like Gale in what can be used

PERSONAL/ETHICAL RISKS
• Some material is hostile in nature – statutory
protection unclear, rely on public interest.
• Any material related to practical terrorism secured
away.
• Racist material obviously can’t be done – reliant on
public interest and reasonable assumptions.
• Policies in place to show we are not intending to
distribute – material secured.
• Recommended procedure for researchers –
password protected computers/folders, ideally
offline. Lockable filing cabinet/drawer for paper.

SENSITIVITY
• Decontextualisation – material prepared in such a
way as to minimise risk of commentary being
stripped away and material reverted to radicalising
purpose.
• Material going onto big screens for advertising –
might be fine with context of text, but glanced out
of corner of eye can cause issues.
• Risk of becoming desensitised – material set aside
when selected, returned to fresh the next day.
• More reactive to casual intolerance – not always the
most productive method.

BLENDED LEARNING
STUDENT FEEDBACK
3) The archive material enhanced my knowledge of the subject

100%

4) The archive material made the subject more engaging to me

80%

20%

Question 9

Question 8

0%

Question 7

9) Did you encounter any problems when accessing the source
material?

40%

Question 6

8) Were you aware of the archives existence before using the
materials?

Negative
Response
Agree

Question 5

7) I would want to use similar materials in other relevant
modules

60%

Question 4

6) There was sufficient material available

Question 3

5) The use of archive material enhanced my learning experience

Strongly
Agree

STUDENT LONG-FORM FEEDBACK
• ‘Helped [me] remember the lesson better’
• ‘Looking at the material in person made it more engaging’
• ‘[a] very enjoyable learning experience’
• ‘You get to use the materials of the past’
• ‘Being able to access them both digitally and physically was useful’
• ‘Access to online sources made it easier to complete work outside the classroom’
• ‘These publications have enhanced my academic creativity and I would like to access more
digitally’

TEACHING – ENGAGING A MORE DIVERSE
AUDIENCE
•

Archive professionals of the future will be those who use archives in their education – Historians or
otherwise.

•

Eastwood, Terry. “A Personal Reflection on the Development of Archival Education” Education for Information
33, no. 2 (2017): 75-88. doi: 10.3233/EFI-170990.

•

This is important when dealing with Radical Collections which may have deeper resonance with BAME and
other diverse student groups.

•

Beilin, Ian. “The Academic Research Library’s White Past and Present.” In Topographies of Whiteness: Mapping
Whiteness in Library and Information Science, edited by Gina Schlesselman-Tarango, 79–98. Sacramento, CA:
Library Juice Press, 2017.

•

Collection policies and outreach programs are driven by those in the field. Archives are under tremendous
pressures, and cataloguing lags years behind.

•

Radical Collections: Re-examining the Roots of Collections, Practices and Information Professions, edited by Jordan
Landes and Richard Espley, London: University of London, 2018.

•

Decolonising the curriculum – important to do. But unless sources and content are decolonised as well as
subjects, it won’t address some of the issues some wish it to.

